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Enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli (EHEC) binds to host tissue and intimately attaches
to intestinal cells using a dedicated type III secretion system (T3SS). This complex
multi-protein organelle is encoded within a large pathogenicity island called the locus
of enterocyte effacement (LEE), which is subject to extensive regulatory control. Over
the past 15 years we have gained a wealth of knowledge concerning how the LEE
is regulated transcriptionally by specific, global and phage encoded regulators. More
recently, significant advances have been made in our understanding of how specific
signals, including host or microbiota derived metabolic products and various nutrient
sources, can affect how the LEE-encoded T3SS is regulated. In this review we discuss
regulation of the LEE, focusing on how these physiologically relevant signals are sensed
and how they affect the expression of this major virulence factor. The implications
for understanding the disease process by specific regulatory mechanisms are also
discussed.
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Introduction—Enterohaemorrhagic E. coli O157:H7
Enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli is a subset of the Shiga-toxigenic E. coli (STEC) group
of pathogens. STEC are capable of causing disease that ranges from mild watery diarrhea to
hemorrhagic colitis (HC) and in extreme scenarios hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS; Nataro
and Kaper, 1998; Croxen et al., 2013). HUS occurs as a result of Shiga-like toxin (Stx) exposure,
a virulence factor carried by members of the STEC that is capable of ribosomal inhibition in
susceptible cells. Subsets of STEC vary in their serotype and virulence factor reservoir with E. coli
O157:H7 being themost extensively studied EHEC, and STEC for thatmatter, responsible for regular
outbreaks of foodborne illness worldwide. Classically, O157:H7 infections have been associated
with contaminated meat products but cases also appear in relation to contaminated fresh produce
(Riley et al., 1983). Ruminants, most notably cattle, are the primary host for EHEC O157:H7, which
they colonize asymptomatically at the recto-anal junction using the LEE-encoded T3SS (Karmali
et al., 1983a,b; Orskov et al., 1987; Naylor et al., 2003). Cattle lack Gb3 receptors (the Stx receptor
found on human endothelial cells) and are therefore not susceptible to Stx-associated pathogenesis
(Pruimboom-Brees et al., 2000). Cattle provide a natural reservoir for EHEC O157:H7 and a direct
link to subsequent infection of the human host.
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The repertoire of virulence factors in EHEC O157:H7 includes
a T3SS and its set of associated effector proteins, the Stx toxin
as mentioned above and the pO157 plasmid, which have been
reviewed extensively elsewhere (Croxen and Finlay, 2010; Croxen
et al., 2013). Evidence for horizontal acquisition of virulence
factors was highlighted in a study characterizing the complete
genome sequence of the E. coli O157:H7 strain EDL933 (Perna
et al., 2001). Genome sequence analysis revealed that EHEC
contains hundreds of introgressed segments or “O-islands,” many
of which carry virulence factors such as the LEE pathogenicity
island (PAI). The study also characterized genomic regions related
to known bacteriophage, including BP-933W encoding stx2, and
a selection of cryptic prophage. These elements were found to
encode various virulence related proteins such as T3SS effector
proteins (Perna et al., 2001). Acquisition of horizontally acquired
virulence factors can transform a harmless commensal into a
niche specific pathogen. However, acquired virulence traits are
not enough to confer pathogenicity alone, they must be adapted
to the regulatory network of the cell for efficient expression
in a temporal manner (Tan et al., 2015). Once appropriately
integrated into the bacterial regulatory circuits these virulence
factors can provide a competitive advantage for the emergent
pathogen over the resident microbiota to thrive in this specific
niche.
The LEE Encoded Type III Secretion
System
Escherichia coli O157:H7 forms attaching and effacing (A/E)
lesions on host epithelial cells. This phenotype is characterized
by intimate attachment to the host cell surface, subversion of the
host actin cytoskeleton and raised “pedestal” formation (Moon
et al., 1983; McDaniel et al., 1995), a hallmark of O157:H7
pathogenesis. Similarly, enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC) and
the mouse pathogen Citrobacter rodentium also confer the A/E
phenotype on host cells (Moon et al., 1983; Schauer and Falkow,
1993; Croxen et al., 2013; Collins et al., 2014). The ability to
form A/E lesions has been attributed to the carriage of the 35
kb LEE PAI, which contains all the necessary genes for the
formation of a functional T3SS (McDaniel et al., 1995; McDaniel
and Kaper, 1997; Wong et al., 2011). The LEE has a GC content
of 38.3%, which is in contrast to the 50.8% that constitutes the
E. coli chromosome, suggesting that the LEE was acquired by
horizontal gene transfer (McDaniel et al., 1995; McDaniel and
Kaper, 1997; Elliott et al., 1998). Indeed, whole contribution of
the LEE to the A/E phenotype was confirmed when the entire
LEE from the EPEC strain E2348/69 was introduced to the non-
pathogenic K-12 strain resulting in the ability to form A/E lesions
(McDaniel and Kaper, 1997). In contrast, the EHEC LEE is
incapable of conferring virulence on K-12 suggesting that LEE
adapts to different genetic backgrounds in unique ways (Elliott
et al., 1999).
The LEE contains 41 open reading frames (ORFs) that
include genes encoding the T3SS basal apparatus and secretion
machinery, the translocon needle filament subunit EspA (Knutton
et al., 1998), the translocon pore proteins EspD and EspB (Ide
et al., 2001), the major adhesin intimin Eae and its cognate
“translocated intimin receptor” Tir (Kenny et al., 1997b), a lytic
transglycosylase EtgA to clear peptidoglycan localized around the
forming T3SS (Burkinshaw et al., 2015), a selection of secreted
effector proteins and cellular chaperones (reviewed, in Frankel
et al., 1998 and Wong et al., 2011). As well as LEE encoded
effector proteins this T3SS is also capable of translocating a large
number of non-LEE encoded effectors, located throughout the
chromosome on horizontally acquired genetic elements, that are
important for the virulence process (Tobe et al., 2006; Deng
et al., 2012). The 41 ORFs can be largely organized into five
polycistronic operons, annotated LEE1 through LEE5 with LEE1,
LEE2, and LEE3 encoding the major structural components
of the T3SS, LEE4 encoding the translocon pore and LEE5
encoding Tir and Intimin (Elliott et al., 1998). ORF 1 on the
LEE1 operon encodes the master regulator Ler (LEE encoded
regulator) through which activation of operons LEE2 to LEE5 is
mediated (Mellies et al., 1999; Sánchez-SanMartín et al., 2001;
Haack et al., 2003). A second master regulatory system, GrlRA, is
located between the LEE1 and LEE2 operons, is activated by Ler
and forms a regulatory feedback loop on LEE1 expression (Deng
et al., 2004). Thus, the LEE contains all the necessary equipment to
form a functional T3SS, the structure of which has been recently
reviewed in detail (Büttner, 2012), capable of mediating the A/E
phenotype.
Expression of the LEE is tightly regulated in response to
multiple stimuli. Host temperature of 37°C provides optimal
LEE expression as well as the exponential growth phase
(Rosenshine et al., 1996). Experimentally, the LEE can be
induced by growth in tissue culture media (DMEM or MEM-
HEPES) as these conditionsmimic the physiological environment
(Roe et al., 2003). A detailed study by Kenny et al. (1997a)
attributed in vitro secretion to no single component but rather a
combination of temperature, pH, osmolarity, calcium, iron and
salt concentrations.
Transcriptional regulation of the LEE is extremely complex.
It is controlled at the core level by two integral regulatory
systems encoded within the LEE, Ler and GrlRA (Deng et al.,
2004). Numerous other systems such as nucleoid regulators, stress
response regulators and various environmental sensing systems
make contributions to regulation of the LEE. Chromosomal
and phage encoded genetic elements also feed into the LEE
creating layers of specific control on the system. Mellies
et al. (2007) have previously reviewed regulation of the LEE
in great detail for EHEC and EPEC. In this review, we
summarize the key points of LEE regulation in relation to
EHEC primarily whilst also commenting on EPEC and C.
rodentium where appropriate. We provide an up to date
summary of the regulatory systems involved in LEE control
and later focus in more detail on the specific responses of
this PAI to various physiologically relevant stimuli that EHEC
can encounter during colonization of the bovine or human
hosts. It is important to emphasize that LEE regulation has
both common elements and distinct differences between the
pathotypes of EHEC, EPEC or C. rodentium that will be
mentioned in this review, and this can be attributed to the
different environments encountered within the host that they
primarily colonize.
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FIGURE 1 | Core regulation of the LEE island. LEE operons 1–5 are
indicated in black with the ler and grlRA ORFs highlighted in blue and
green respectively. Broken gray arrows correspond to translated
products from these genes. Blue lines represent input points of positive
transcriptional regulation whereas red blunt arrows indicate negative
regulation.
Master Regulation of the LEE
Transcription of the LEE is orchestrated largely by the 15 kDa
protein Ler that activates transcription at each of the subsequent
LEE operons as well as non-operonic members of the LEE
such as map, espG, and escD (Mellies et al., 1999; Elliott et al.,
2000; Sánchez-SanMartín et al., 2001; Haack et al., 2003). The
importance of Ler for virulence was demonstrated by way of a
deletion mutant in EHEC strain 86-24. This mutant was impaired
in its ability to secrete effectors and form A/E lesions on host
cells. Additionally, the ler mutant strain showed a decreased
expression of non-LEE encoded virulence factors by western blot
(Elliott et al., 2000). StcE, a non-T3SS secreted metalloprotease
encoded on the pO157 plasmid, was demonstrated to be under
the control of Ler, implying a global control of virulence gene
regulation by Ler (Lathem et al., 2002). Additionally, a number
of non-LEE encoded effector proteins that are translocated into
the host cell via the T3SS are also under direct control by Ler
(Roe et al., 2007; Holmes et al., 2012). A comprehensive study by
Deng et al. (2004) systematically analyzed the role of each ORF in
virulence by deletion within the LEE of C. rodentium. This work
further highlighted the absolute importance of Ler for virulence
by the T3SS in a mouse model of infection, thus expanding the
knowledge of LEE regulation to other pathogens (Deng et al.,
2004).
Transcriptional regulation of ler specifically is complex. The
LEE1 operon contains an unusually long upstream leader
sequence of 170 bases (Islam et al., 2012). In EHEC, EPEC
and C. rodentium transcription is driven through a promoter
designated P1 (distal) however, in EHEC transcription has been
demonstrated to be driven from not one but two promoters,
designated P1 and P2 (proximal), as well as a cryptic promoter
(P1A) that overlaps P1 (Sperandio et al., 2002a; Islam et al.,
2011b). The precise contributions of each promoter are unclear
but investigations into the activity of the LEE1 promoter region
has identified that P1 is likely to be themajor promoter of the LEE1
operon in EHEC with the P2 promoter being active to a lesser
extent (Islam et al., 2011a). Ler has also been demonstrated to elicit
negative autoregulation on the LEE1 promoter as well as positively
drive expression fromoperons LEE1 through LEE5, presumably as
a mechanism of optimizing LEE expression levels to steady-state
during the infection process (Berdichevsky et al., 2005).
The GrlRA Regulatory Feedback Loop
The analysis of systematic LEE mutations by Deng et al. (2004)
revealed a second LEE-encoded regulatory system that was
indispensable for the LEE function. The work identified a positive
regulator of ler expression, named GrlA (global regulator of
ler activation), and a negative repressor of ler, GrlR (global
regulator of ler repression; Deng et al., 2004). GrlA forms a
positive feedback loop with Ler to maintain steady activation of
the LEE under positive conditions, whereas GrlR was postulated
to inhibit GrlA mediated activation of ler in order to tightly
control LEE expression (Barba et al., 2005). Recently the structure
of GrlR and a GrlR/GrlA complex has been solved and a
mechanism of Ler regulation by this system proposed. GrlR
forms a dimeric structure in solution that binds GrlA, stabilizes
it and inhibits transcriptional activation of the LEE1 operon
(Padavannil et al., 2013). This complements other findings that
suggest under certain conditions, such as those favoring LEE
expression, GrlR is cleaved by the ClpXP protease, freeing GrlA
and allowing ler transcriptional activation (Iyoda and Watanabe,
2005). Despite these findings, the precise mechanism governing
GrlR antirepression is unknown. An overview of LEE master
regulation is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Regulation of the LEE by Bacterial
Nucleoid Associated Proteins
Nucleoid-associated proteins (NAPs) are found across all lineages
of life (Eukarya, Bacteria, and Archaea) and play global roles
in nucleoid maintenance. The DNA-binding and shaping ability
of NAPs allows them to affect more than just chromosome
architecture and they have emerged as global regulators of
transcription (Dillon and Dorman, 2010). Perhaps of most
relevance to the LEE is the histone-like nucleoid structuring
protein (H-NS). This regulator formsDNA-bridges over extended
stretches of DNA in the vicinity of promoters under its control,
thus blocking or trapping DNA polymerase and “silencing” the
promoter (Dame et al., 2006; Grainger et al., 2006; Dorman, 2007).
H-NS silencing is biased toward foreign AT rich segments of
the DNA and is thought of as a global repressor of horizontally
acquired genetic elements (Navarre et al., 2006; Oshima et al.,
2006). OvercomingH-NS repression is often an adaptation of pre-
existing global regulators but can occur via horizontally acquired
elements also, as is the case for Ler (Abe et al., 2008). The LEE
is repressed by H-NS under non-inducing conditions such as low
temperature. Ler acts as anH-NS antagonist by displacement from
the LEE thus relieving H-NS mediated silencing (Umanski et al.,
2002).
As well as H-NS, other NAPs have been reported to contribute
to LEE regulation. Integration host factor (Ihf) is a dimeric NAP
composed of alpha and beta subunits. Ihf is capable of wrapping
DNA and affecting transcription on a genome-wide scale. A
global DNA binding study of Ihf in E. coli K-12 revealed that Ihf
was capable of binding with sequence-specificity to 30% of all
operons in E. coli K-12, however, not all of these operons were
transcriptionally affected in an Ihf mutant background suggesting
accessory regulation (Dillon and Dorman, 2010; Prieto et al.,
2012). Ihf positively promotes ler expression by binding upstream
of the LEE1 promoter, aiding H-NS displacement and promoting
full LEE expression (Friedberg et al., 1999). In contrast, the NAP
Hha represses ler transcription by a proposed DNA binding
mimicry mechanism, concentrating H-NS repression on the LEE
(Sharma and Zuerner, 2004; Madrid et al., 2007). The factor for
inversion stimulation (Fis) is responsible for early exponential
phase transcriptional regulation and has been demonstrated to
affect ler and LEE4 expression in EPEC (Goldberg et al., 2001).
Collectively, the cellular NAPs have been adapted by the cell
maintain control over the LEE. NAP input to the LEE is illustrated
in Figure 2.
Cross-talk between Genetic Regulatory
Elements and the LEE
The LEE, like many horizontally acquired virulence factors,
must be regulated appropriately to ensure efficient expression
in a timely manner. There are a number of global regulators,
both chromosomally encoded and horizontally acquired that
contribute to LEE regulation (illustrated in Figure 3). In EPEC,
the perABC family of AraC-like transcriptional regulators are
encoded on the EAF virulence plasmid but this system is not
found in EHEC (Mellies et al., 1999). Instead, three functional
homologs of the direct EPEC Ler activator PerC, pchABC
encoded on lambdoid prophages, were identified in O157:H7 and
found to be required for full virulence (Iyoda and Watanabe,
2004). Expression of these Pch regulators was required for full
LEE activation during growth in tissue culture medium (LEE-
inducing) or interaction with host cells. Furthermore, Abe et al.
(2008) comprehensively demonstrated the binding capacity of
Pch to LEE associated ORFs, non-LEE associated effectors and
a variety of other global sites including those involved in acid
resistance and NAPs.
Cross-regulation between the LEE and flagella is an intriguing
concept. Classically, EHEC are known to be non-motile under
LEE-inducing conditions in vitro (Tobe et al., 2011). The H7
flagellum has adhesive properties to the bovine epithelium,
mediating initial attachment to host cells in the early stages
of infection followed by a regulatory switch in LEE activation
and subsequent intimate attachment via the T3SS (Mahajan
et al., 2009). As discussed above, GrlR repression of GrlA is
removed by the ClpXP protease, thus promoting LEE expression
by GrlA (Padavannil et al., 2013). Furthermore, ClpXP is
capable of post-translationally inactivating the flagellar master
regulator, FlhDC (Kitagawa et al., 2011). Additionally, GrlA
transcriptionally represses flhDC resulting in two independent
mechanisms ofmotility inhibition under LEE inducing conditions
(Iyoda et al., 2006). Ihf, which is required for LEE1 expression
has also been shown mediate flhDC repression (Friedberg
et al., 1999; Yona-Nadler et al., 2003). LrhA is a LysR type
transcriptional regulator known to repress motility in a K-12
background. LrhA is important for LEE1 activation by directly
activating PchA and PchB (Lehnen et al., 2002; Honda et al.,
2009).
Genome sequencing of O157:H7 revealed the presence of
a second cryptic Type III secretion system designated ETT2
(Hayashi et al., 2001; Perna et al., 2001). Functionality and the role
of the ETT2 system is controversial with the locus being subject
to widespread mutational attrition (Ren et al., 2004). However,
two regulators encoded by the system, EtrA and EivF, were found
to be functional repressors of the LEE in EHEC. This study
highlighted the cross-talk between two independently acquired
PAI and was hypothesized to mediate avoiding the expression of
two T3SSs simultaneously. The work also demonstrates the ability
of remaining genes from degenerate systems to have residual
effects on the cell and play roles in regulation (Zhang et al., 2004).
Hfq, the small RNA (sRNA) chaperone, is a global post-
transcriptional regulator of gene expression. The LEE was found
to be negatively regulated through Hfq-mediated modulation of
the ler and grlRA mRNA transcripts (Hansen and Kaper, 2009;
Shakhnovich et al., 2009). Conversely, in strain 86-24, Hfq was
attributed to an indirect activation of the LEE in this genetic
background (Kendall et al., 2011). Strain to strain variation in
LEE expression by global regulators has also been documented in
relation to the stationary phase sigma factor RpoS. In 86-24 LEE3
and tir were found to be dependent on RpoS (Sperandio et al.,
1999). This is in contrast to studies using the Sakai O157:H7 strain
that reported repression of the LEE by RpoS (Iyoda andWatanabe,
2005). Global gene expression profiling of an rpoS mutant in
EDL933 revealed a dependency of ler expression on RpoS but
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FIGURE 2 | Regulation of the LEE by nucleoid associated proteins (NAPs). Points of transcriptional activation (blue arrow) or repression (red blunt arrow) by
NAPs, which are labeled and indicated in gray.
FIGURE 3 | Transcriptional cross-talk of cellular regulators and
post-transcriptional control of the LEE. Inputs from various
transcriptional regulators, indicated in white, and the cross-regulation
associated with them. Regulators of the ETT2 system and motility are
labeled accordingly. Post-transcriptional regulators are shaded in pink,
Ihf is shaded in gray and GrlRA are shaded in green. Blue lines
represent positive regulation whereas red blunt arrows indicate negative
regulation.
many LEE encoded ORFs were unaffected, whereas analysis of
an rpoS mutant in the mouse pathogen C. rodentium revealed
a positive influence of RpoS on LEE-mediated infection in vivo
(Dong and Schellhorn, 2009; Dong et al., 2009). Although, the
role of RpoS in LEE regulation is influenced by growth conditions
these studies collectively demonstrate strain-to-strain variation in
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virulence factor expression depending on the genetic background
examined.
Post-transcriptional regulation of the LEE is a less explored but
relevant topic. As mentioned, Hfq has been reported to regulate
the LEE in a strain-specific manner. A number of studies have
detailed the role of small regulatory RNAs (sRNA) in control of
LEE expression. The RpoS stimulatory sRNA, DsrA, stimulates
the expression of ler in an RpoS dependent manner (Laaberki
et al., 2006). Recently, two sRNAs involved in activation of
glucosamine biosynthesis (GlmY and GlmZ) were found to play
global roles in gene expression that included post-transcriptional
regulation of the LEE4 and LEE5 operons as well as the non-LEE
encoded effectors NleA and EspFu providing further evidence
of the complexity of LEE control (Gruber and Sperandio,
2014, 2015). Transcription from the LEE4 operon, encoding a
combination of T3SS components and regulators has also been
demonstrated to be under post-transcriptional modification by
the cellular endonuclease Rnase E allowing specific regulation
of protein production from these transcripts (Lodato and Kaper,
2009).
The Adaptable GAD Regulators and the
Response to Nitric Oxide
Foodborne pathogensmust survive ingestion and passage through
the stomach to reach their intestinal niche. E. coli employs specific
mechanisms to counteract the harsh acidic environment of the
stomach, such as the glutamate-decarboxylase (GAD) acid stress
response (De Biase et al., 1999). The GAD system is regulated
globally by multiple factors including H-NS, PchA, PchB, and
RpoS (Atlung and Ingmer, 1997; De Biase et al., 1999; Giangrossi
et al., 2005). The system is a complex signaling cascade that
ultimately senses environmental pH and responds accordingly
by influencing transcription of the acid tolerance gene network
(Masuda and Church, 2003).
Aside from regulating acid resistance, transcriptional
regulators of the GAD system have shown adaptability to
transcriptional control of the LEE. GadX has been demonstrated
to directly repress perA in EPEC, thus inhibiting PerC activation
of the LEE (Shin et al., 2001). In EHEC, a transposon mutant
screen identified GadE and YhiF mutants that displayed
increased activity at the LEE2 and LEE4 operons by a mechanism
independent of ler. The mutants were increased in their ability
to colonize host cells and infect mice (Tatsuno et al., 2003). As
discussed above, both horizontally acquired and chromosomally
encoded regulators can have direct and indirect effects on LEE
expression. Tree et al. (2011) described the prophage-encoded
secretion regulators (Psr) found on numerous O-islands in
O157:H7. The mechanism of regulation involved GadE and YhiF
mediated Psr repression of the LEE, largely through repression
of the LEE2, LEE3, and LEE5 operons. Furthermore, the study
demonstrated direct binding of purified GadE to the LEE1 and
LEE2/3 promoters indicating both direct and indirect control
over LEE expression. It was proposed that the Psr system has been
adapted to promote the expression of prophage-encoded effectors
that employ the T3SS for translocation into the host cell. This is
achieved by repressing LEE-encoded effectors at later time points
during colonization (Tree et al., 2011). Based on these reports
it was hypothesized that the GAD regulators have adapted to
control the LEE as well as the acid stress regulon. The reason for
this adaptation is likely to inhibit the expression of colonization
factors under conditions of stress, such as the acidic environment
of the stomach. Once enteric pathogens have passed through the
stomach and into the intestine, this more favorable environment
allows lifting of GAD repression on the LEE. The latter study
demonstrates not only the ability of the GAD system to regulate
the LEE in response to the environment but also demonstrate
further how horizontally acquired regulators such as Psr can
override pre-existing regulatory networks to mediate regulation
of virulence factors in efficient ways.
Nitric oxide (NO) is a key mediator of the host innate immune
response (Foley and O’Farrell, 2003). Recently, GadX and GadE
were implicated in NO mediated repression of the LEE through
a complex regulatory interplay with the nitrite sensitive repressor
NsrR. The work described how under LEE-inducing conditions
GadE, and therefore GadX, is repressed and NsrR activates the
LEE. In this context, NO exposure lifts NsrR repression of GadE
and results in activation of LEE1 and LEE4/LEE5 by GadX and
GadE respectively. In a manner similar to the GAD system, the
LEE is therefore repressed in the stomach due to the abundance of
NO found in gastric juices and the GAD regulators are recruited
to enhance this response (Branchu et al., 2014). These studies
highlight the adaptive power of the GAD regulators to mediate
not only the response to acid stress but also temporal expression
of the LEE within the host (Figure 4).
Chemical Signaling in a Complex
Environment—LEE Regulation by Quorum
Sensing
Interspecies communication by way of quorum sensing (QS)
involves the production of hormone-like signals by bacterial
populations that are subsequently sensed and perceived by two-
component regulatory systems (TCS). These systems consists
of a surface exposed Histidine-kinase sensor protein that
autophosphorylates in response to certain stimuli. This phosphate
is subsequently transferred to a cellular response regulator and the
signals are transmitted to the genome for differential regulation of
signal-sensitive genes (Hughes and Sperandio, 2008). QS however,
has evolved to allow the sensing of not only bacterially derived
signals, such as the auto-inducer 3 signaling molecule (AI-3),
but also host-derived hormones, namely the stress hormones
epinephrine (Epi) and norepinephrine (NEpi), in a synergistic
manner (Walters and Sperandio, 2006). Sensing of these host-
derived cues provides EHEC with important inputs into the
physiology of the host and residentmicrobiota. TwoTCSs (QseBC
and QseEF) involved in QS have been described in detail and
play key roles in regulation of virulence and motility in EHEC
and signals are transmitted through two LysR type transcriptional
regulators, QseA and QseD (Sperandio et al., 1999, 2002b; Russell
et al., 2007; Sharp and Sperandio, 2007; Habdas et al., 2010).
QseA can both directly and indirectly activate expression of the
LEE1 operon by binding to both the P1 and P2 promoter regions.
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FIGURE 4 | Regulatory map of various signals encountered by EHEC
within the host. Black arrows indicate the signal being sensed and the
regulatory systems are color coded as follows—quorum sensing of hormones
and hormone-like signals (purple), nutrient sensing (orange), nitric oxide sensing
(pink), pH and D-serine regulation (magenta), ethanolamine sensing (light gray),
butyrate sensing (aqua), and biotin sensing (green). Blue lines represent input
points of positive transcriptional regulation whereas red blunt arrows indicate
negative regulation.
Additionally, QseA has been demonstrated to directly activate
expression of O-islands encoding non-LEE effectors (Kendall
et al., 2010). Epi, NEpi and AI-3 feed in via the sensor kinase
QseC, thus phosphorylating the response regulator QseB (Clarke
et al., 2006). QseB in turn positively regulates motility through
direct interaction with the flhDC regulatory region (Clarke and
Sperandio, 2005).QseEF can sense Epi, phosphate and sulfate then
signal to QseA in a QseC dependent manner (Reading et al., 2007,
2009).
Enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli can also sense hormone-
like signals produced by members of the microbiota. SdiA is a
LuxR-like transcriptional regulator has the remarkable ability of
responding to acyl-homoserine lactones produced by neighboring
bacteria but not EHEC (Hughes et al., 2010; Nguyen et al., 2013).
SdiA represses the LEE in response to these signals but also
activates expression of GadX known to inhibit LEE1 expression as
EHEC passage through the stomach. The rumen of cattle is very
abundant in acyl-homoserine lactones thus limiting colonization
of EHEC to more distal sites of the gastrointestinal tract, such as
the recto-anal junction (Kanamaru et al., 2000; Naylor et al., 2003;
Hughes et al., 2010).
Competition for Nutrients and the
Expression of Virulence
The intestine is a complex environment where commensals have
adapted to a specific niche with specific nutrients. Incoming
pathogens are therefore unwanted visitors and are in direct
competition for the limited nutrient supply of this environment.
Chang et al. (2004) have described by systematic mutagenesis
of metabolic pathways that only mutation in sugar utilization
pathways affected competitive colonization of E. coli in a mouse
model. Gluconate was found to be the primary carbon source for
K-12 with glucuronate, mannose, fucose and ribose contributing
to niche maintenance (Chang et al., 2004). Utilization of
unique sugar sources therefore allows pathogenic E. coli to
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establish distinct niches within this competitive environment. The
researchers have recently proposed “The Restaurant Hypothesis”
which states that inhabitants of mixed biofilm populations
can locally dictate which nutrients are available (Leatham-
Jensen et al., 2012; Meador et al., 2014). In order to overcome
competition for limited nutrients, EHEC utilizes both glycolytic
and gluconeogenic carbon sources to temporally regulate initial
colonization and long term establishment respectively (Miranda
et al., 2004). Expression of ler is directly inhibited by glycolytic by-
products and promoted by gluconeogenic conditions respectively
by the catabolite/osmotic stress responsive Cra/KdpE system
(Njoroge et al., 2012). The binding capacity of Cra and KdpE to
the LEE1 regulatory region is dependent on signal transduction
the Histidine kinase KdpD, with the phosphorylation state of
KdpE being determined by the concentration of glucose in the
environment.
In a study investigating the transcriptomic profiles of EHEC
persistence in the bovine small intestine, the importance of
gluconeogenic metabolism was assessed. The study found
regulons involved in ethanolamine (EA), urea and amino acid
utilization were all upregulated under these in vivo conditions
(Bertin et al., 2014). This study agreed with an earlier observation
that EA, a cell membrane component released into the gut lumen,
provided EHEC with a competitive advantage over the resident
microbiota, which normally do not metabolize EA (Bertin et al.,
2011). More recently, EA was confirmed as a signal for EutR,
the transcriptional regulator, which drives expression of the
LEE1 operon and EA metabolic genes independently of one
another (Kendall et al., 2012; Luzader et al., 2013). EA has also
been attributed to activation of putative O157:H7 fimbrial-like
loci, supporting the theory that EA plays a physiologically
relevant role in EHEC colonization (Gonyar and Kendall,
2014).
Fucose is a sugar found in abundance (100mM) in the human
or bovine intestine and is one of the preferred carbon sources
utilized by E. coli for maintenance of intestinal colonization
(Chang et al., 2004). Fucose is derived from host glycans by
the gut commensal Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron. EHEC utilizes
the FusKR TCS to avoid competition with resident E. coli for
this carbon source. This system has been recently acquired in
the evolutionary timeline and is regulated in response to the
presence of epithelial mucus. The system acts to directly repress
the LEE1 operon and indirectly repress fucose utilization genes
in response to high concentrations of fucose available in the
intestinal mucus layer, thus limiting the possibility of unnecessary
competition for this carbon source. Once in close contact with
the intestinal epithelium, a niche devoid of commensal E. coli,
QS systems activate LEE1 expression and lift fucose mediated
repression of the LEE, therefore allowing establishment of A/E
associated colonization of the host epithelium (Pacheco et al.,
2012).
These studies provide elegant examples of how nutrient
metabolism and virulence must be co-regulated to work together
but not dependently on each other in order to carefully control
niche-specific virulence in response to particular environmental
nutritional content. A summary of environmental signals that feed
into the regulation of the LEE is found in Figure 4.
A Link between Virulence and
Metabolism—Regulation by Short Chain
Fatty Acids and Biotin in the Host Intestinal
Tract
As well as carbon and nitrogen sources, the intestine is abundant
in short chain fatty acids (SCFAs) such as butyrate, acetate and
propionate that can reach concentrations of up to 140 mM
(Cummings and Macfarlane, 1991). SCFAs are end products of
bacterial fermentation of dietary carbohydrates such as resistant
starches or fiber and are thought to provide a nutrient source
for maintenance of a healthy colon of both humans and animals
(Wong et al., 2006). Studies have also shown that SCFAs play a
distinct role in LEE regulation being adapted as niche-specific
signals helping to trigger colonization of EHEC. Nakanishi et al.
(2009) showed that butyrate could significantly increase LEE
expression in a PchA dependent manner at concentrations that
were not inhibitory to growth. This regulation required another
regulator, the leucine-responsive protein (Lrp), which is a global
transcription factor necessary for nitrogen metabolism in E. coli
(Nakanishi et al., 2009). Lrp has been shown in K-12 to act at 138
different binding sites including that of lrhA (Cho et al., 2008).
Thus, butyrate activation of the LEE may be via an Lrp-LrhA-
PchA signaling cascade. Recently, Takao et al identified the global
LysR type transcriptional regulator LeuO as a mediator in the Lrp
dependent system. They showed that butyrate induced leuO and
pchA via Lrp, subsequently activating ler via PchA. Ler and PchA
were capable of directly activating leuO suggesting the system
forms a positive feedback loop upon leuO induction (Takao et al.,
2014).
Short chain fatty acids not only regulate virulence associated
with the LEE but also motility. Addition of SCFAs to growth in
DMEM, conditions promoting LEE expression that are normally
repressive of motility, activated motility in EHEC. Butyrate
was capable of simultaneously activating motility and LEE
expression in an Lrp dependent manner. This occurred by direct
activation of the flhDC flagellar master regulators. Acetate and
propionate on the other hand could not induce LEE expression
and induced motility further down the regulatory hierarchy.
Due to the known adhesive properties of the H7 flagellum
these findings further bolster the proposed role of flagella in
initial attachment to the host epithelia (Tobe et al., 2011). In
a study characterizing the protein targets of a class of type
3 secretion inhibitors, the salicylidene acylhydrazides (SA), a
number of putative cellular targets were implicated in regulation
of virulence (Wang et al., 2011). One of these was AdhE, an
alcohol dehydrogenase. Deletion of adhE resulted in a pleiotropic
phenotype—overproduction of extracellular acetate, expression of
non-functional flagella and post-transcriptional inhibition of the
T3SS. The findings highlight the fine balance required between
central metabolism and regulation of virulence factors in order to
appropriately function in the environment. It is known that cattle
contain high concentrations of SCFAs particularly in the rumen.
It is therefore conceivable that lower concentrations of acetate in
the rectum, the major colonization site for EHEC in cattle, would
promote T3SS mediated attachment more efficiently (Beckham
et al., 2014).
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Similarly to SCFAs, the distribution of the essential cofactor
biotin within the intestine has recently been proposed to be an
important determinant of EHEC niche specification. Yang et al.
(2015) revealed that biotin concentrations in the small intestine
were 14-fold higher than that of the large intestine, the preferred
colonization site of EHEC, and that this correlatedwith a 31.5-fold
higher EHEC bacterial count associated with the large intestine
during infection of mice. The study proposed a mechanism
of niche specification whereby the biotin protein ligase BirA
indirectly repressed the LEE through a global regulator called
Fur. This repression was characterized in vitro and was induced
by biotin concentrations lower than that found in the small
intestine but higher than that of the large intestine, consistent
with their proposal. Furthermore, mice fed with a biotin rich diet
during EHEC infection significantly reduced the amount of EHEC
associated colonization when compared to mice maintained on
a normal diet. This study revealed novel insights into LEE
regulation by a physiologically relevant signal but also suggests
the potential for modulating diet with a view to limiting EHEC
infections. The effects were also found to be EHEC specific with
EPEC not being responsive to biotin levels through this regulation
(Yang et al., 2015). This further highlights the adaptive nature of
LEE regulation in a pathotype specific manner.
D-serine as a Niche Determinant of
Pathogenic E. coli
D-amino acids have classically been seen as integral members of
the bacterial peptidoglycan layer, with other roles being obscure
due to the nature of D-amino acids not being utilized by bacterial
ribosomes. Recently, studies have revealed that non-canonical D-
amino acids are actively produced by diverse bacterial species and
are used to regulate cell wall composition during different stages
of growth (Lam et al., 2009; Cava et al., 2011). D-serine is a niche
specific metabolite that is abundant in extra-intestinal sites of the
human body, such as the urinary tract and the brain (Anfora
et al., 2007; Wolosker et al., 2008). Indeed, D-serine acts as a
neurotransmitter in the human brain but the high concentrations
in urine are correlated to endogenous and exogenous sources
(Nagata et al., 2007). For instance, processed foods are known to
be concentrated in the d-isomeric form of amino acids (Man and
Bada, 1987).
Owing to its abundance in the urinary tract. D-serine acts
as a positive fitness trait and regulator of virulence genes in
urinary pathogenic bacteria such as uropathogenic E. coli and
Staphylococcus saprophyticus (Roesch et al., 2003; Anfora et al.,
2007; Haugen et al., 2007; Sakinç et al., 2009; Korte-Berwanger
et al., 2013). In contrast, EHEC cannot use D-serine as a carbon
source due to a genetic replacement of the D-serine tolerance
locus (Moritz and Welch, 2006). This replacement is widespread
among the E. coli phylogeny and is almost always correlated with
LEE-positive pathogens even though normal gut commensals can
retain this locus. Analysis of the genome sequence of 1591 E.
coli isolates revealed that carriage of both the LEE and the D-
serine tolerance locus is an extremely rare event occurring in
only 1.6% of cases. In accordance with this it was found that
D-serine downregulates the LEE through indirect modulation of
pre-existing transcriptional regulators Ihf and YhiF. The effect on
LEE expression was also found to be independent of the ability
to metabolize D-serine, explaining the lack of necessity to retain
the D-serine tolerance locus in EHEC and separating metabolism
from virulence. UropathogenicE. coli do not encode the LEET3SS
and it was therefore proposed that the inhibitory action of D-
serine was used by EHEC as an environmental signal to limit these
pathogens to the intestine, an environment lacking an abundance
of D-serine, thus reducing competition with extraintestinal E. coli
pathogens (Connolly et al., 2015). This study further highlighted
the impact that host metabolism can have on niche specification
of bacterial pathogens.
The Impact of the Microbiome on EHEC
Infection
Enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli must actively compete with
the resident microbiota in order to establish colonization of the
host (Kamada et al., 2012). EHEC must penetrate the intestinal
lumen in order to reach its preferred colonization site at the
epithelial surface. This “zone of clearance” between the lumen
and the cell surface is largely devoid of resident bacteria and the
localized gluconeogenic conditions here promote LEE expression
(Miranda et al., 2004; Vaishnava et al., 2011; Kamada et al.,
2012). The microbiome is composed of trillions of bacteria from
hundreds of species that have evolved to form a synergistic
relationship with the host (Eckburg et al., 2005; Gill et al., 2006).
In a sense, this relationship provides the first barrier of defense
against invading pathogens. There is a wealth of recent research
that highlights how diet can influence the composition of the
microbiota and this in turn can have strong implications on
the susceptibility of an individual to enteric infection given the
essential roles of themicrobiota in hostmetabolism and immunity
(Turnbaugh and Gordon, 2009; Kau et al., 2011; Wu et al.,
2011).
The majority of research on EHEC virulence regulation to
date has involved detailed mapping of transcriptional regulatory
networks in vitro complimented with in vivo infection models.
However, some recent studies have revealed fascinating insights
into the roles of the microbiota in the infection process. A study
investigating the protective effect of species belonging to the
bacterial genus Bifidobacteria revealed concentrations of acetate
that were significantly higher inmice associated with these strains
than non-protective Bifidobacteria. Species of Bifidobacteria
were previously implicated in a protective manner by probiotic
inhibition of EHEC. The mechanism of this protection involves
the production of acetate in a glucose-independent manner
associated with the distil part of the colon. To complement
these findings the researchers also found that mice fed with
a diet rich in acetylated starch had a significantly increased
concentration of acetate in their feces and strongly suggested
that targeted modulation of the diet should be considered as a
therapeutic strategy to limit EHEC infections (Fukuda et al., 2011,
2012).
As discussed above the presence of favorable sugar sources
can enhance disease progression of EHEC. Consistent with this,
Curtis et al. (2014a) demonstrated that B. thetaiotaomicron,
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a major constituent of the intestinal microbiota, is involved
in enriching the environment with simple monosaccharide
sugars capable of being readily utilized by E. coli strains.
The group had previously determined the mechanistic basis
behind this, activation of the sugar sensitive transcription
factor Cra, which leads to increased transcription of the
LEE (Njoroge et al., 2012). In this study however, they
identified a specific gluconeogenic substrate of Cra, succinate,
which was responsible for increased disease severity in mice
infected with C. rodentium. In contrast, antibiotic treated
mice devoid of B. thetaiotaomicron were less susceptible to
severe infection strongly suggesting that naturally produced
sugars enhance the outcome of infection (Curtis et al.,
2014a).
Exploiting Virulence Regulation in the
Quest for Novel Therapeutic Strategies
Resistance of bacterial pathogens to antibiotics is no longer an
emerging theme but is now considered a global health concern
(Davies and Davies, 2010). In an effort to combat antibiotic
resistance much emphasis has been placed on developing the
concept of antivirulence therapy. This can be defined as the
inhibition of non-essential virulence factors without being
detrimental to normal cell growth (Rasko and Sperandio,
2010). Several classes of antivirulence compounds have been
described thus far as and have been recently reviewed in
detail (Beckham and Roe, 2014; Zambelloni et al., 2015).
Targeting regulatory systems is a promising strategy to inhibit
the activity of the virulence factors. For instance, an inhibitor
compound of QseC, LED209, acts by allosterically interacting
with this receptor thus blocking the QseC signaling cascade
required for expression of multiple virulence factors. The
compound also elicits promising broad spectrum activity
against multiple pathogens that all utilize the QseC signaling
system to regulate virulence (Rasko et al., 2008; Curtis et al.,
2014b).
Specifically targeting the T3SS is well established in the field
of antivirulence given the non-essential nature of this appendage.
The SA class of inhibitor compounds have been extensively
described and are efficient inhibitors of Type III secretion in
EHEC (Tree et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011). The mechanism of
action of these inhibitors is unclear but a study outlining the
transcriptional effects of EHEC treated with two different SA
compounds under conditions that stimulate the LEE resulted
in inhibition of type 3 secretion but an increase in motility.
Given the known cross-regulation between these two systems one
could postulate that the mechanism of inhibition is targeting the
regulatory circuit of the LEE as opposed to the T3SS itself.
The LEE of C. rodentium confers the A/E phenotype upon
this mouse-specific pathogen therefore allowing C. rodentium
to be used as a model for EHEC infections. This is a unique
pathogen however, and despite the core regulation of the LEE
being under the control of similar mechanisms, such as Ler
and GrlRA, C. rodentium specific regulation of the LEE has
been extensively described (Deng et al., 2004). RegA is a C.
rodentium specific AraC-like transcriptional regulator controlling
gene expression on a global scale (Hart et al., 2008). Over 40
ORFS are under the control of RegA including GrlRA. The
system is also highly responsive to bicarbonate ions, which are
involved in intestinal homeostasis (Yang et al., 2008, 2009).
Bicarbonate is secreted to neutralize stomach acid and this is in
turn sensed by RegA to regulate gene expression appropriately
(Kaunitz and Akiba, 2006). This control feeds into the LEE
in a similar manner to the GAD system to correctly express
the T3SS under favorable environmental conditions. As well
as characterizing RegA transcriptional regulation in detail,
researchers have also targeted RegA directly as a therapeutic
strategy. The team characterized a compound, Regacin, that
specifically inhibits DNA binding of RegA thus was capable of
reducing LEE expression and protecting mice from C. rodentium
infection (Yang et al., 2013). This study provides an excellent
model for screening and elucidation of mechanisms involving
antivirulence compounds while providing proof of concept that
targeting regulation of the LEE directly is a viable option for new
therapeutics.
Finally, exploitation of our knowledge of metabolism and
how it regulates virulence provides yet another exciting route
to explore. As discussed in this review, the LEE is responsive
to numerous physiologically relevant signals including host or
microbiota derived metabolites. This makes sense considering
how importantmicrobiome-associated homeostasis is to a healthy
functioning gut.With this inmind it is important to emphasize the
idea of dietary supplementation in combatting EHEC infection.
As mentioned above, Yang et al. (2015) reduced EHEC infection
in mice treated with a biotin enriched diet whereas Fukuda
et al. (2011) successfully treated mice against EHEC infection
using acetylated starch feed, mimicking the effects of protective
members of themicrobiota that naturally produce this metabolite.
Supplementary zinc has also been used to limit diarrheal infection
in children (Sazawal et al., 1995; Crane et al., 2007). Zinc was
shown to indirectly reduce transcription of the LEE, and thus
expression of the T3SS in EPEC, by a mechanism involving
activation of envelope stress (Mellies et al., 2012). Zinc is
also important for immune homeostasis in the host and has
a very low toxicity suggesting that increased administration of
supplementary zinc may be a useful strategy to limiting diarrheal
infection associated with LEE-positive pathogens (Prasad, 2007;
Bolick et al., 2014).
Conclusion
Nearly two decades of research on the LEE and how it is
regulated has resulted in extensive knowledge of the system it
encodes, the effects that A/E lesions and effector translocation
have on the host, as well as how bacterial regulatory networks
adapt to control this acquired genetic element appropriately.
EHEC, EPEC, and C. rodentium have integrated the LEE island
into their chromosomes and are capable of controlling its
expression intuitively to respond to the environment as they
travel through the host digestive system. There are many barriers
to overcome along this journey such as survival in extreme
pH and competition with the microbiota for limited nutrients,
all the while responding to niche specific signals in order to
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regulate colonization appropriately. The detailed knowledge of
how systems such as the QS network and microbiota associated
metabolism affect regulation of the LEE has mediated the
emergence of novel ways of targeting this virulence factor. These
“bottom-up” approaches involving antivirulence compounds is
an exciting field but much work remains to be done. What
are the mechanisms of action of such strategies? How do they
affect the pathogen and the host? Will this relationship lead to
selective pressure for compound resistance? We are beginning to
unravel these questions and advancing technologies are allowing
more progressive ways of studying transcriptional regulation.
For instance, the majority of work carried out on virulence
factor regulation to date has been performed in vitro but in
vivo regulation is much less explored. The application of next
generation technologies such as RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq)
to in vivo studies is allowing infection-relevant transcriptomic
networks to be studied, as described for the bacterial pathogens
Vibrio cholerae,Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans, andmore
recently Yersinia pseudotuberculosis persistent infection (Mandlik
et al., 2011; Jorth et al., 2013; Avican et al., 2015). Host and
pathogen whole transcriptome profiling using RNA-sequencing
(dual RNA-seq) is also emerging as the next step in infection-
relevant gene expression studies and has been successfully applied
to uropathogenic E. coli infected mouse macrophage samples to
provide a comprehensive view of host-pathogen transcriptional
responses to infection (Westermann et al., 2012; Mavromatis
et al., 2015). The knowledge we have gained on LEE regulation
is significant and continued work in this area in combination
with next generation techniques will reveal more about pathogen
adaptation to the host, strain specific regulatory factors and shed
more light on the intricate relationship between virulence and
metabolism, which has the potential to lead to new therapeutic
strategies such as dietary supplementation to limit bacterial
infections.
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